FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Introducing HME CLOUD® 3.0: Raises the Bar for Drive-Thru Performance Management
Adds More Ways to Motivate Crews and Monitor Store Performance
Carlsbad, CA—January 7, 2019—HME Hospitality and Specialty Communications announces
the launch of HME CLOUD 3.0, raising QSR drive-thru performance management to an
unrivaled level. HME CLOUD 3.0 enables franchisees to compete against each other on a shared
Drive-Thru Leaderboard™, set up multiple Leaderboard competitions across their enterprise, and
create store hierarchies that match their organizational structure to easily generate reports and
manage user access.
HME CLOUD 3.0 adds the ability for a franchisee or corporate brand to invite others to compete
on a combined Leaderboard, increasing the competitive fun. By expanding the competition to
include other enterprises, operators can build up the rivalry to further challenge and motivate
drive-thru crews and managers to improve speed of service and increase car counts.
“Franchisees with few stores can now compete against a larger number of contenders,” says Paul
Foley, President of HME Hospitality & Specialty Communications. “Competing against other
organizations on a shared Leaderboard adds excitement to the competition and increases crew
motivation to be number one and improve performance.”
HME CLOUD 3.0 also enables operators to group stores and set up specialized Leaderboard
competitions. For example, high performing stores may compete to determine the overall
champion and low performing stores can be grouped together to make competition more evenly
matched. Specialized competitions raise the excitement to the next level, leading to highly
engaged crews and greater performance results.
Operators can now also organize stores into hierarchies based on any criteria they choose,
enabling users to focus on the restaurants they manage and generate the reports that are most
relevant to them. Hierarchies may be organized to match the organizational structure of the
enterprise. For example, restaurants may be organized into regions, which can then be subgrouped under a specific district. Additionally, hierarchies make it easy to manage user access to
enterprise data and modify access when there are organizational changes.
For more information on the HME CLOUD and Drive-Thru Leaderboard, visit
www.hme.com/DTOS.
###
About HME Hospitality & Specialty Communications
HME was the first to develop and introduce the wireless drive-thru headset system for the QSR
industry over 35 years ago. In 2014, we revolutionized the industry with our patented Wideband
technology used with our high definition drive-thru communications system. Today we continue
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to lead the industry by supplying more restaurants with communication and timing systems than
any other provider worldwide. Every day, quick service restaurants in over 100 countries fulfill
more than 29 million orders using HME systems. HME offers a wide range of quality solutions
for drive-thru, in-store, and retail operations backed by full services and support.
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